No Sew Pouch

7.4” Wide. This smaller pattern requires no taping together but it makes a smaller pouch. Use as a pattern to cut out felt. Use a hole punch where shown or tiny slits in the fabric will also work.

Use an X-acto type knife to cut tiny slits where it shows the holes. You can also use a hole punch but it must be a very sharp one. The slits work just fine.
No Sew Pouch

8.80” wide.
Print each half and tape together. Use as a pattern for a 9”x12” piece of felt. This larger pattern will use the full width of the felt sheet.

Use an X-acto type knife to cut tiny slits where it shows the holes. You can also use a hole punch but it must be a very sharp one. The slits work just fine.
No Sew Pouch

Tape Pattern Together Here
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